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The repeal of both state fair trade laws and the federal legislation enabling states to enact such statutes has enhanced interest in the question of the effect of vertical restraints on prices and distribution of products.

The "fair trade" laws explicitly allowed manufacturers to agree with retailers on what the retailers would charge for the manufacturers' brand name product. The so-called "non-signer" clauses, in effect in a number of states, went further and allowed such agreements to be enforced against retailers who had notice of them but did not sign them. A number of states repealed their fair trade laws in the early 1970s. Federal repeal of the antitrust exemptions under the Sherman Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act which allowed state fair trade laws soon followed.

One possible consequence of these developments may be more vigorous price competition. Some firms, however, may seek to continue resale price maintenance by other devices now that fair trade has been repealed. The following questions are raised as a result:

(1) What legal criteria will apply to vertical restraints in the post-fair trade era?

(2) What is the likelihood that one can successfully use methods which are legal and still effectively maintain resale prices?

* Although Richard A. Givens is Regional Director and Laura P. Worsinger a former Assistant Regional Director of the New York Regional Office of the Federal Trade Commission, the views expressed here are solely their own and are not attributable to any governmental agency.


3. Vertical agreements are those between firms at different levels in the processing and distribution of a product, such as between manufacturers and retailers. Horizontal agreements between direct competitors, such as various manufacturers of the same product, are distinct from vertical agreements for some purposes.

(3) Why do manufacturers sometimes seek to control resale prices in the first place?

(4) Who benefits from the imposition or the elimination of resale price maintenance?

(5) What vertical restraints should be allowed—and disallowed—under the antitrust laws in the public interest?

With the repeal of fair trade, any method used to maintain resale prices becomes most hazardous. Under the Sherman Act, resale price agreements between manufacturers and retailers were held illegal even before a similar decision was made as to horizontal price fixing agreements between competitors. In *United States v. Colgate & Co.* in 1919, however, the Supreme Court held that a seller could unilaterally select customers, and could announce conditions (such as maintenance of resale prices) which a distributor would have to meet in order to avoid termination.

Subsequent Supreme Court and lower court cases held that the precise conduct described in the *Colgate* opinion marked the outer limits of what can be done to induce dealers to maintain prices. In *United States v. Parke, Davis & Co.* the Court stated that when a supplier goes one step beyond mere announcement of a resale price maintenance policy and the simple refusal to deal, he has put together a combination in violation of the Sherman Act. Thus, the presence of any additional (“plus”) factors will bring about an antitrust violation. Among the “plus” factors often found are: obtaining assurances of compliance with pricing policies from dealers, monetary inducements, causing wholesalers to discipline discounting retailers, using coercive devices such as delayed shipments, withholding advertising allowances to induce adherence to prices, or establishing an elaborate policing system to assure compliance.


7. The Colgate decision was based on a construction of the indictment by the district court which excluded the presence of an agreement. Id. at 304.

8. In order to rely successfully on Colgate it has been said that the arrangements of a seller would have to be “of such Doric simplicity as to be somewhat rare in this day of complex business enterprise.” George W. Warner & Co. v. Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 277 F.2d 787, 790 (2d Cir. 1960).


10. Id. at 46-47; see Tulkoff, Antitrust Implications of Suggested Retailers’ Resale Prices, 175 N.Y.L.J., May 27, 1976, at 1, col. 1.

There are cases in which sellers engaged in resale price maintenance have been successful in defending against antitrust attacks on the basis of Colgate. These cases, however, almost always involve private antitrust claims. The proof in such cases is frequently limited to a showing of an isolated cutoff rather than a showing of a systematic practice. In Federal Trade Commission cases, where a broader investigation is invariably conducted, the Colgate defense has uniformly been found inapplicable. The reason for this result is that conduct going beyond that permitted by Colgate, as interpreted by subsequent cases, was consistently uncovered.

It is permissible for a manufacturer to maintain resale prices, but only if he is willing to limit direct distribution of the product to a small number of retailers who he is sure will maintain those prices. The law, even after the repeal of fair trade and the limiting of Colgate by subsequent cases, does not treat every business as a public utility required to sell to all comers. Few manufacturers in practice, however, are willing to forego the mass marketing of their product. The legal problem arises when an effort is made to “have one’s cake and eat it, too” by selling to a large number of retailers, and at the same time trying to insist that each of them act as high price outlets. It is theoretically possible that prices can be maintained and discounting dealers cut off without agreements between dealers and manufacturers or their agents. It is also theoretically possible that there would be no surveillance or responses to complaints of other dealers. This, however, is just about as realistic as the possibility of running a tightrope wire from the Eiffel Tower to the top of the Parliament Building in London and crossing it by bicycle on a windy day. In cases like this, “Murphy’s Law” is almost as binding as the law of gravity and “if it can go wrong, it will.” For example, salesmen on commission will attempt to get reassurances from their customers that they will main-
tain the price fixed by the manufacturer since a failure to do so by the customer would result in a loss of commission to the salesman.

If the purpose or effect of a supplier's selection of customers or system of distribution is to influence resale prices, such a system is never simply a unilateral act. There is always something more involved. The reason is obvious. Simple announcement of a policy and declination to deal are ineffective in achieving the goal of maintaining prices. The "something more" may take a variety of forms. Most frequently occurring are those listed earlier as "plus" factors, that is, devices to induce adherence to established prices such as coercion, monetary inducement (co-op advertising money—conditioned on maintaining prices) and surveillance systems.15

Aside from these illegal devices, other conduct by firms to effectuate resale price maintenance may be equally suspect and result in violations. Part of any effort to stop discounting is usually an attempt to prevent "authorized" dealers, to whom the manufacturer sells direct, from "transshipping" the product to "unauthorized" dealers. The latter may be discounters who do not deal directly with the manufacturer. Transshipping is difficult to prevent because dealers invariably find themselves overstocked with even the best selling product from time to time, and wish to dispose of it to another dealer. Dealers who obtain a product by means of such transshipment are often condemned by their competitors as "bootleggers" because they get the product without being authorized by the manufacturer. They are free to discount without fear of being cut off from their sources of supply. The presence of at least some discounters of this type is vital to the maintenance of price competition because of the very fact that such dealers cannot be disciplined by fear of a Colgate cutoff.

In an effort to stop transshipping, some firms have sought to impose restrictions on the ability of dealers to sell to other dealers or to sell outside assigned territories. This type of restriction was held illegal per se in United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co.16 where the manufacturer has parted with the risk of loss. Other cases have indicated that a consignment system designed to retain dominion of the product cannot be used to circumvent price maintenance prohibitions where the consignees do not in substance act as mere employees of the manufacturer.17

The issue of whether or not Schwinn actually adopted a per se rule, or whether it should be reinterpreted or modified to strike down only "unreasonable" vertical territorial restraints has been a subject

15. See text accompanying note 11 supra.
of controversy.\textsuperscript{18} There seems to be no disagreement, however, that restraints on resale of products which are designed to help enforce resale price maintenance fall within the area of per se illegality under any interpretation of\textit{ Schwinn}.\textsuperscript{19} Blanket bans on reselling to unauthorized outlets seem most unlikely ever to pass antitrust muster. Based partly on the fact that the dealer was allowed to sell to anyone (including other dealers) from that location, the Ninth Circuit has held that "location clauses" limiting the place from which a dealer may sell a manufacturer's product can be valid in some circumstances.\textsuperscript{20}

Fair trade was initiated in the 1930s. The movement to repeal the fair trade laws in the 1970s was based on a changed perception of economic conditions. In the 1930s, the problem was often felt to be that certain prices were so low as to drive many firms out of business. Whether this diagnosis and the fair trade remedy were logical or not, in the 1970s the situation was drastically different. Many factors were causing higher costs and higher prices, which in turn were pinching both consumers and business firms. One means of dealing with this problem was to remove existing restraints on competition. Consequently a number of states repealed their fair trade laws, followed by federal repeal of the antitrust exemption for such laws. This combined state-federal action with strong bipartisan support represents a powerful expression of national will. It should be interpreted in light of the Senate Committee report in connection with the federal repeal, which stated:

The repeal of the fair trade laws does not affect the use of suggested prices by a manufacturer. However, the use of suggested prices in such a way as to coerce adherence to them would be illegal.\textsuperscript{21}

If this statement were taken in its broadest sense,\textit{ Colgate} might be undermined on its own facts, because a generalized policy of refusals to deal based on an announced policy of not selling to discounters could be construed to be a form of coercion. This would still not mean that the principle underlying\textit{ Colgate}—ability of a seller to select


\textsuperscript{20} GTE Sylvania Inc. v. Continental T.V., Inc., 537 F.2d 980 (9th Cir.), cert. granted, 97 S. Ct. 252 (1976).

customers—would be altered. It would merely indicate that an announced policy of not dealing with discounters would be illegal as a means of effecting a program of coercing resale price maintenance. Many activities which are not illegal in and of themselves, of course, are illegal if carried out in furtherance of an illegal objective, under the antitrust laws or otherwise.\(^\text{22}\)

Given the antitrust risk involved, one might wonder why manufacturers would even consider attempting to continue resale price maintenance programs. Price competition at the retail level would seem to tend to increase sales of the product, thus boosting the manufacturer's volume of production at the same wholesale price, and consequently the manufacturer's profit.

This paradox was brilliantly explored by Professor Lester G. Telser\(^\text{23}\) who outlined several possible motivations for manufacturers to control resale prices. Some of these include:

1. To see that dealers have enough margins to maintain services necessary to high sales of the product or customer satisfaction, such as selling demonstrations and warranty fulfillment.

2. To insure sufficient profit to retailers to enable them to advertise, and conversely to prevent discounters who don't advertise from getting a "free ride" on the promotion of the product by other retailers who do advertise the product.

3. To insure the retailer sufficient margin to provide an incentive to push the sales of the product.

However, each of these reasons for resale price maintenance arises from a need on the part of the manufacturer which can be met in other ways:

1. Warranty service is primarily the obligation of the manufacturer,\(^\text{24}\) although retailers may also give warranties or be bound by implied warranties under the Uniform Commercial Code.\(^\text{25}\) The manufacturer may include the cost of providing warranty service within the wholesale price charged by the manufacturer to all customers. This would compel all dealers, including discounters, "bootleggers" and others to pay their share of the cost of providing warranty fulfillment since it is embraced within whatever price they have to pay to get the product. Utilizing these funds, the manufacturer can in turn designate


\(^{23}\) Telser, Why Should Manufacturers Want Fair Trade?, 3 J. Law & Econ. 86 (1960).


certain authorized dealers or others to perform warranty work on behalf of, and at the expense of, the manufacturer.  

(2) Similarly, the manufacturer may include the cost of whatever local advertising is deemed necessary within the wholesale price charged for the product. The manufacturer may then offer to pay an appropriate portion of the cost of advertising incurred by dealers to whom the manufacturer is willing to sell directly, provided that the allowances are not limited to those who maintain prices, and that such advertising allowances are made available on proportionally equal terms to all customers of the manufacturer to the extent required by the Robinson-Patman Act.

(3) In order to induce a dealer to "push" a manufacturer's product, a manufacturer may designate a dealer as the exclusive direct customer of the manufacturer in his given territory and according to several courts, may also limit dealers to whom the manufacturer sells directly, to selling the manufacturer's product from a specific location in certain circumstances.

(4) A retailer who provides demonstrations or other additional information to consumers acquires a certain degree of limited power to influence the consumer as a result of these efforts. The fact that some benefits from this dissemination of information may escape is a general phenomenon characteristic of all forms of communication. Some people may get the information and use it for purposes other than those contemplated by the sender—for example, by purchasing the


goods from a competitor of the advertising retailer.

The argument is also often made that "mom and pop" stores cannot survive without resale price maintenance. This overlooks the advantages of convenience and personal ties which may enable such stores to compete successfully. It also overlooks the fact that in those cases where chains are in fact more efficient, they can use their margin to compete against local "mom and pop" stores in other ways even if prices are fixed, e.g., through advertising, loss leaders, giveaway programs, trading stamps, etc. No statistics have been found even purporting to show that there have been more failures or fewer small retailers in states having no fair trade laws or having repealed them prior to the federal repeal.\textsuperscript{32}

Telser pointed out some other possible motives for resale price maintenance:\textsuperscript{33}

(a) If manufacturers have agreed among themselves to fix prices horizontally, resale price maintenance permits each manufacturer to determine accurately whether the others are adhering to the illegal agreement.\textsuperscript{34} On the other hand, if each retailer is setting resale prices independently, a manufacturer has no ready way of knowing whether the discounting flows from concessions given by competing manufacturers or results from independent action of the retailer. It is well known that many manufacturers do give discounts to large buyers, some of which are cost-justified\textsuperscript{35} or granted to meet competition, as well as some that may be illegal under the Robinson-Patman Act.\textsuperscript{36}

(b) Retailers may get together to try to maintain their gross profit margins by inducing manufacturers to enforce adherence to such margins by all retailers. This can be accomplished by boycotting or threatening to boycott manufacturers who do not compel resale price maintenance by retailers dealing in the particular product.

These possible motives for resale price maintenance given by Telser describe conduct in aid of horizontal price fixing activity at the manufacturer or retailer levels or both. However, similar forces may be at work even where there is no actual horizontal agreement.

It has long been established that price-fixing agreements may be inferred from conduct that would not be likely to occur but for an agreement, even without direct proof of an exchange of mutual assurances.\textsuperscript{37} Even absent such a "tacit" agreement, however, there

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} In fact, statistics have shown that states with fair trade laws had a 55% higher rate of firm failures than free trade states. S. Rep. No. 94-466, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1975).
\item \textsuperscript{33} Telser, Why Should Manufacturers Want Fair Trade, 3 J. Law & Econ. 86, 96-105 (1960).
\item \textsuperscript{34} Cf. K. Pribram, Cartel Problems 76-84 (1935).
\item \textsuperscript{35} See generally H. Taggart, Cost Justification (1959); Rowe, Cost Justification of Price Differentials Under the Robinson-Patman Act, 59 Colum. L. Rev. 584 (1959).
\item \textsuperscript{37} Compare American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781, 809-10 (1946) and
is inevitably a force or influence at work when each competitor acts based on what he expects other competitors to do if the firm in question cuts prices or fails to raise prices when others are doing so. One part of this influence is based on the competitor's assessment of whether the others will similarly cut prices or fail to raise them. This portion of the influence reflects the operation of the market itself.\textsuperscript{38}

A second component of force operating on any given competitor is the anticipated pressures \textit{outside} the primary market itself which others may bring to bear in retaliation for price cutting or rejection of price increases. Folklore as well as sociology confirm that any member of an industry or any other social group is somewhat vulnerable to the opinion of the peer group and is reluctant to be viewed as the "traitor" acting contrary to the interest of the group.\textsuperscript{39} Nevertheless, this is only partially based on purely social pressures, significant as these may be.

There are various ways in which any industry can discipline an unpopular member. Usually, industry members share common sources of supply of goods and services needed for operation, such as raw materials, intermediate manufacturing services, credit, wholesale and retail outlets. Also shared are cooperation with or toleration by various outside public and private institutions that can sometimes be influenced.\textsuperscript{40} A word by the president of competitor A to raw material supplier B that "We place some pretty big orders with you, and we are rather sore at X who has really knifed the industry on prices," might make it harder for X to get supplies from B. Shipping schedules may be disrupted or "unavoidable" scheduling errors may develop when the next delivery is due.

The potential for this type of pressure by industry members has an effect even when such pressure is never actually applied. Accordingly, a manufacturer will always have to give at least some thought to the


tender feelings of its competitors when it comes to the delicate question of cutting prices.

Thus, the myth that inter-brand competition is best stimulated by stifling intra-brand competition\(^4\) overlooks these considerations as well as those pointed out by Telser.\(^4\) On the other hand, with the repeal of fair trade, a manufacturer can legitimately say in response to a frown over gin rummy after the golf game: “By the way, you realize we have absolutely no control over the prices charged by our dealers. Since fair trade has been repealed, those antitrust enforcement people will jump on us immediately if we try to tell them what to do.” This enables the manufacturer to avoid pressures by competitors as far as price cutting is concerned and partially offsets the peer pressure against discounting. The argument is similar to that attempted by John L. Lewis at the time of the coal strike at the end of World War II: “If the miners don’t want to work without a contract, don’t look at me—I have absolutely nothing to do with it.”\(^4\)

If a manufacturer is urged to adopt a resale price maintenance program today, it can muster some persuasive arguments against such a policy:

(1) The contemporary expression of popular will manifested by many state legislatures as well as by Congress and the Executive in the form of fair trade repeal strengthens the long-standing judicial declaration that resale price agreements are illegal per se. This has the highest relevance in construing any ambiguous aspects of current law.\(^4\)


\(^4\) See United States v. United Mine Workers, 330 U.S. 258 (1947), aff’g and modifying 70 F. Supp. 42 (D.D.C. 1946). This may be called the “Who, Me?” reaction, exemplified by the Lute Pease Pulitzer Prize Cartoon of 1949. G. Johnson, The Lines are Drawn 169 (1958). Thomas C. Schelling has offered other examples of the advantages of having no choice in certain situations in his landmark study, T. Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict (1960). Among his examples are the edge enjoyed by a car racing for an intersection if the competing driver knows that the first driver’s brakes are on the blink, and the protection available to a prospective extortion victim who is able to convince the extortionist that his money is beyond his own control so that there is no point in threats.

(2) Colgate no longer offers a practical or realistic means of enforcing resale price maintenance, if it ever did.\(^4\)

(3) Resale price maintenance cannot be kept secret as price uniformity at the retail level is glaringly obvious. Once it is found, an investigation is likely to follow.

(4) Notwithstanding the uncertainty of all fact-finding,\(^4\) illegal agreements or coercive methods involved in any resale price maintenance program are necessarily known by too many people to be readily concealed once an investigation is launched. The effective tool of cross-examination\(^4\) and the certainty that unexpected documents will be uncovered\(^4\) make avoidance of detection difficult. Evidence of false exculpatory statements\(^4\) or destruction or falsification of records or the absence of records normally kept can also tend to support an inference of illegal activity.\(^5\)

(5) Once a violation is found, remedial orders may go beyond mere prohibition of continuation of the conduct, and contain "fencing" provisions designed to reduce the likelihood of future violations\(^5\) as


45. See text accompanying notes 7-15 supra.


well as provisions to overcome the consequences of past violations.\footnote{52}{See Schine Chain Theatres, Inc. v. United States, 334 U.S. 110, 128 (1948); United States v. Crescent Amusement Co., 323 U.S. 173, 189 (1944).}

Because of the forces discussed above, repeal of fair trade and antitrust enforcement to eliminate resale price maintenance will help to encourage horizontal price competition at both manufacturing and retail levels even where there is no actual cartel-type arrangement. This will have the following advantages:

(a) Manufacturers will have more freedom to set prices in their own interest without coercion by competitors.

(b) Retailers will similarly have more freedom to establish their own prices without dictation by manufacturers or retail competitors.

(c) The total sales of the manufacturer will be maximized by increased public interest and by wider markets due to price competition, as well as by lower retail prices in some cases.\footnote{53}{Cf. Adams, The Automobile—A Luxury Becomes A Necessity, in W. Hamilton, Price and Price Policies 27-81 (1938). See also Commons, American Shoemakers, 1648-1895, in J. Commons, Labor and Administration 219 (1913); W. Thorp, Economic Institutions 115-30 (1928).}

The only losers from this development will be those high-markup retailers who are unable to compete successfully by attracting customers through whatever additional services they may offer. In many instances, consumers may prefer a high-priced atmosphere, prestige, courtesy, ready acceptance of the return of merchandise, repair facilities, and other advantages. Retailers who are authorized by manufacturers to represent them in connection with warranty work, or with whom a manufacturer chooses to deal and who will thus be able to participate in cooperative advertising programs, are likely to earn additional profits as a result of these functions.

A balanced framework of rules may be emerging which prohibits practices that hinder competition while still protecting the legitimate needs that led to the desire for resale price maintenance. Opening up more of the channels of trade through elimination of vertical pricing restrictions should encourage greater variety and choice for the consumer, greater efficiency, and more activity for the business community. Lower prices for the consumer resulting in better performance of the economic system can form one part of an overall effort to deal with the economic demands confronted by our industrial society in the last part of the twentieth century.\footnote{54}{Dealing with the problem of lag in development of new technologies acceptable for current requirements may also be vital in this connection. See Boffey, Science Indicators: New Report Finds U.S. Performance Weakening, 191 Science 1031 (March 1976); Givens, The Future of “Consumerism,” 29 Record of N.Y.C.B.A. 376, 385-87 (1974); Special Comm. on Consumer Affairs, A National Energy or Technology Development Bank, 29 Record of N.Y.C.B.A. 718 (1974); Worsinger, New Technologies and Antitrust, 47 N.Y. St. B.J. 651 (1975). See also S. 3111, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976); H.R. 10259, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975); O’Neill, Colonies In Orbit, N.Y. Times, Jan. 18, 1976, § 6 (Magazine), at 10.}